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FTC’S RESPONSE TO ALTERNATIVE INTERIM  
RECEIVERSHIP MANAGEMENT PLANS 

 None of the additional filings concerning the competing interim receivership 

management plans are materially different from what Peter Baker or the Nine Homeowners 

proposed earlier.  The FTC’s plan—which the Receiver supports, DE442 (May 10, 2019)—

ensures the Receivership’s financial stability and prevents waste while maintaining fidelity to the 

lawful purpose of a Receivership such as this one:  maintaining the status quo.1  See, e.g., DE431 

(Apr. 25, 2019) (explaining that preliminary injunctions exist to “preserv[e], as much as possible, 

the relative positions of the parties” until trial).  In contrast, both the Baker and Nine 

Homeowners plans involve building missing canals and bridges, marketing lots, enforcing 

contracts SBE procured through fraud, and micromanaging development affairs that the Court-

appointed Receiver should address.  Additionally, among many defects, Baker’s Plan involves 

restoring his control over the development (and, thus, Pukke’s control as well).  The Nine 

Homeowners’ Plan includes valuable ideas for a long-term resolution, but it continues to 

prioritize the interests of a small minority of current and near-term residents over the vastly 

larger group of lot purchasers as a whole.  Because the FTC’s plan is the only alternative that 

preserves the status quo and properly maintains the Receiver’s control during these proceedings, 

the FTC asks the Court to adopt its plan.   

                                                 

1 See also Benisek v. Lamone, 138 S. Ct. 1942, 1945 (2018) (“[T]he ‘purpose of a 
preliminary injunction is merely to preserve the relative positions of the parties until a trial on the 
merits can be held[.]’”) (quoting University of Tex. v. Camenisch, 451 U.S. 390, 395 (1981)). 
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I. The FTC’s Plan Maintains the Status Quo and Prevents Waste.   

As the FTC’s prior filing explained, see DE443-1 (May 10, 2019) at 8-14, if the Court 

adopts the FTC Plan, the Commission will make up to $4 million available to ensure the 

Receivership has the resources to prevent waste and address pressing, short-term needs—which 

is the Receivership’s purpose.  Indeed, elements of the FTC Plan reflect input some of the Nine 

Homeowners provided the FTC during a face-to-face meeting.2  The FTC Plan also properly 

keeps the Court-appointed Receiver in charge rather than a party (or parties) against whom the 

FTC is likely to prevail, or a small and unrepresentative subset of lot purchasers.  Finally, to 

address an important concern many differently-situated lot purchasers have raised, the FTC Plan 

ensures improved communication between lot purchasers and the Receiver.   

II. The Court Should Reject Peter Baker’s Plan—But Note His Reference to AIBL 

A. The Court Should Reject Peter Baker’s Plan. 

The extensive evidence showing the FTC is likely to prevail against Baker is detailed 

elsewhere, see DE443-1 at 8-12, and having the fox guard the henhouse serves no one’s interests 

(except the fox).  Baker’s most recent filing is replete with misrepresentations; for instance, 

Baker claims “[h]e had no role in advertising or marketing, period.”  DE451 (May 13, 2019) at 2.  

Yet there is vast contrary evidence including an email from Baker describing how he and Pukke 

“dove into the marketing,” claiming that without the marketing “zeal” he and Pukke showed, 

“not one lot would have been sold thus far.”  PX611 (at PDF2); see also DE443-1 at 10-12 

(explaining Baker’s marketing activities).  To provide another example, Baker claims “he did not 

participate in sales tours.”  DE451 at 2.  Yet during his deposition, Baker admitted that he helped 

with tour “transportation,” “staffing,” and “things like that.”  DE443-2, PXA ¶ 17:11, Baker Dep. 

135:12-13; see also DE443-1 at 12 (detailing Baker’s role on sales tours).  It is unsurprising the 

Court previously found Baker had “zero” credibility.  PX385, Tr. (Mar. 14, 2007) at 26:5-6.   

                                                 
2 An additional meeting is tentatively scheduled, and dialogue between the FTC and 

current residents continues in other respects as well.   
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Notwithstanding Baker’s dishonesty and the likelihood the FTC will prevail against him, 

his plan suffers from many substantive problems.  Among other things, it goes far beyond 

maintaining the status quo, it involves resuming construction immediately (which favors the 

small minority of current residents), it depends on enforcing fraudulently obtained contracts, and 

it wrongfully appropriates authority from the Receiver.  Notably, the Baker Plan insists that the 

Receiver only employ “the current development team”—which means SBE—and that Baker 

should be “part of th[at] development team.”  DE451 at 1.  As the Court is aware, re-involving 

Baker means re-involving Pukke as well.    

B. Baker’s Submission Underscores the Importance of AIBL’s Role.     

  As he has before, see DE346 (Mar. 22, 2019) at ¶ 11, Baker continues to emphasize the 

importance of AIBL’s role—not only the past, but moving forward as well.  Specifically, the 

Baker Plan makes this critical point:  “Peter Baker will no longer have any business or personal 

relationships with co-defendants except for Atlantic International Bank, if Atlantic is able to 

survive, which is necessary to conduct business in Belize.”  DE451 (May 13, 2019) at 4 

(emphasis added).  As SBE defendant John Usher emphasized to Pukke, SBE’s relationship with 

Atlantic Bank was critical because it was the only institution “willing to house our [SBE’s] 

money.”3  PX769.  The Baker Plan has numerous flaws, but its admission concerning the bank’s 

importance—both now and in the future—adds to the already extensive evidence that SBE’s land 

scam could not have succeeded without the bank’s help.     

III. The Court Should Reject the Nine Homeowners Plan.   

Although the Nine Homeowners Plan contains important concepts,4 it is not materially 

different from what the Nine Homeowners submitted previously and it suffers from the same 

                                                 
3 When Usher sent this email, Atlantic Bank and Atlantic International Bank were the 

same entity.  See DE445 at 21.   
4 For example, the Nine Homeowners Plan recognizes that a “world class hospital” was 

“a significant and important amenity to many owners due to health care concerns.”  DE447-2 
(May 10, 2019) at 12.  Although it is unclear from the Nine Homeowners Plan how they 
proposed to fund a “world class hospital,” the FTC understands the importance of such a facility 
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defects.  It remains unclear on whose behalf the Nine Homeowners speak.  The FTC’s prior 

memorandum provided examples of lot purchasers with names listed as supporters on earlier 

similar iterations of the Nine Homeowners Plan but who do not, in fact, support it.  See DE443-

1, PXB-D.  Since the filings on May 10, lot purchasers have continued to contact the FTC 

indicating that they do not support the Nine Homeowners Plan at all, or that they only support 

various portions of it.  See PXE (example of lot purchaser listed on May 10 filing as supporting 

the plan, see, DE447-1 at 5, but who does not).  Furthermore, the FTC does not know (and the 

Nine Homeowners do not explain) what plan proponents told lot purchasers to garner their 

claimed support.  Finally, even if every lot purchaser listed as supporting the Nine Homeowners 

does, in fact, support their plan (which is inaccurate) following a balanced portrayal of the 

alternatives (which is unknown),5 the listed supporters account for less than 25% of the 1,300-

1,400 lots sold.6  See DE443-1 at 4 n.7.  Put another way, more than 80% of lot purchasers do 

not support the Nine Homeowners Plan or have not offered a view either way.7       

Regardless of who supports the Nine Homeowners, their current plan suffers from the 

same defects plaguing earlier iterations.  First, the Nine Homeowners Plan continues to 

                                                                                                                                                             

to lot purchasers; in fact, the FTC presented extensive evidence at the hearing about the 
importance of promised medical facilities to consumers’ decisions to purchase.  See DE 445 
(May 10, 2019) at 61-62 (proposed findings of fact 360-73).    

5 Notably, the plan proponents claimed substantial support before the current version of 
the FTC’s plan became available, making it unlikely anyone presented them with a choice 
between the various plans filed on May 10.  Additionally, a few hours before this filing, the plan 
proponents’ counsel provided the FTC with a survey the proponents claim shows support for the 
Nine Homeowners’ Plan, but the FTC has not had time to analyze that survey (preliminarily, it 
does not appear that respondents had an option to choose the FTC Plan).     

6 For purposes of this filing, a married couple that bought a lot is one “lot purchaser,” and 
the Nine Homeowners list of claimed supporters includes 259 unique lot purchasers.  A small 
number of lot purchasers appear to be double-or-triple counted, although possibly these 
purchasers bought more than one lot.  Additionally, Pukke associate Gordon Bierenbrock  
apparently owns ten lots.  See DE443-1 at 19.  Including his nine extra lots raises the number to 
268, and assuming the lot owners who are double or triple-counted own two or three lots, the 
total becomes 293—still not much more than 22% of the total lots purchased.    

7 Possibly, many lot purchasers do not support the Nine Homeowners Plan because its 
proponents did not solicit their support (perhaps because most lot purchaser who will never move 
to Sanctuary Belize, or will not move soon, have little incentive to support this plan).   
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